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Housing Price Forecast: Illinois and Chicago PMSA, December 2022
The Housing Market
In November, sales experienced a negative annual change in both Illinois and the Chicago PMSA.
Meanwhile, median prices experienced a negative annual change in Illinois but a positive change
in the Chicago PMSA. 10,374 houses were sold in Illinois, changing by -30.0% from a year ago
and -10.7% from a month ago. In the Chicago PMSA, 6,846 houses were sold, changing by -35.0%
from a year ago and -11.6% from a month ago. The median price was $243,000 in Illinois, down
-2.8% from November last year; the comparable figure for the Chicago PMSA was $295,000, up
1.7% from November last year.
In November, the percentage of foreclosed sales (e.g. REOs) among the total sales for the Chicago
PMSA was 4.70%. 6,456 regular sales were made, -36.4% less than last year. 339 foreclosed
properties were sold, 16.5% more than last year. The median price was $300,000 for regular
property sales, up 1.7% from last year; the comparable figure for the foreclosed properties was
$240,000, up 6.6% from last year.
The sales forecast for December, January, and February suggests a decrease on a yearly and
monthly basis for both Illinois and the Chicago PMSA. Annually for Illinois, the three-month
average forecasts point to a decrease in the range of -16.7% to -22.6%; the comparative figures
for the Chicago PMSA are a decrease in the range of -27.0% to -36.5%. On a monthly basis, the
three-month average sales are forecast to decrease in the range of -4.8% to -6.5% for Illinois and
decrease in the range of -8.5% to -11.6% for the Chicago PMSA.
The pending home sales index is a leading indicator based on contract signings. 1 This November,
the number of homes put under contract was less than last year in Illinois and Chicago PMSA.
The pending home sales index is 68.9 (2019=100) in Illinois, down -29.8% from a year ago. In
the Chicago PMSA, the comparable figure is 63.0, down -34.9% from a year ago. At the latest
average annual pending sales rate, Illinois had enough housing inventory for 1.8 months (up from
1.7 last year). 2 In the Chicago PMSA, the comparable figure was 1.9 months (up from 1.7 last
year). Months of supply for homes in the lowest price ranges (<100K) experienced declines both
in Illinois and the Chicago PMSA.
The median price forecast indicates negative annual growth for December, January, and February
in Illinois but positive annual growth for the Chicago PMSA. In Illinois, the median price is
forecast to change by -1.8% in December, -1.5% in January, and -1.5% in February. For the
Chicago PMSA, the comparable figures are 1.7% in December, 2.0% in January, and 1.7% in
February. As a complement to the median housing price index (HPI), the SHDRE HPI forecasts
a positive growth trend for both Illinois and the Chicago PMSA. 3 In Illinois, the SHDRE HPI (Jan
2008=1) is forecast to change by 0.4% in December, 1.4% in January, and 0.3% in February. The
comparable figures for the Chicago PMSA are 4.7% in December, 5.0% in January, and 2.5% in
February. SHDRE HPI takes housing characteristics into account and constructs comparable
“baskets” of homes for each month.
The base level (100) of pending home sales is the average pending home sales of year 2019, the year before the
Covid-19 Crisis.
2
Months’ supply of inventory is defined as inventory of homes for sale at the end of the month divided by the
average monthly pending sales in the last twelve months.
3
SHDRE HPI succeeds REAL HPI, developed by Esteban Lopez and Minshu Du.
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In November, the Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index and the University of Michigan
Consumer Sentiment Index decreased. The Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index
survey noted that a strong headwind to confidence and economic growth will persist in early 2023
as a result of inflation and interest rate hikes. The University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment
Index survey noted that sentiment is anticipated to remain unstable, which reflects concerns over
both global factors and the outcomes of the election.
The Housing Market – Current Condition
•

•

•

•

In November, sales experienced a negative annual change in both Illinois and the Chicago
PMSA. Meanwhile, median prices experienced a negative annual change in Illinois but a
positive change in the Chicago PMSA. 10,374 houses were sold in Illinois, changing by -30.0%
from a year ago and -10.7% from a month ago. In the Chicago PMSA, 6,846 houses were sold,
changing by -35.0% from a year ago and -11.6% from a month ago. The median price was
$243,000 in Illinois, down -2.8% from November last year; the comparable figure for the
Chicago PMSA was $295,000, up 1.7% from November last year. (Reference: Illinois and
Chicago PMSA Median Home Sales Price and Total Home Sales figures; Forecast for
December 2022 report table)
In November, the percentage of foreclosed sales (e.g. REOs) among the total sales for the
Chicago PMSA was 4.70%. 6,456 regular sales were made, -36.4% less than last year. 339
foreclosed properties were sold, 16.5% more than last year. The median price was $300,000
for regular property sales, up 1.7% from last year; the comparable figure for the foreclosed
properties was $240,000, up 6.6% from last year. (Reference: Ratio of Foreclosed Sales over
Total Sales, Sales & Median Prices: Foreclosed vs. Regular Sales figures)
In November, at the latest average annual pending sales rate, Illinois had enough housing
inventory for 1.8 months (up from 1.7 last year). 4 In the Chicago PMSA, the comparable
figure was 1.9 months (up from 1.7 last year). Months of supply for homes in the lowest price
ranges (<100K) experienced declines both in Illinois and the Chicago PMSA. (Reference:
Illinois and Chicago PMSA Annual Months’ Supply by Price Range figures)
In November, the market shares of homes in the lowest price ranges (<$100K) experienced
the largest change compared to a year ago for Illinois. For the Chicago PMSA, the mid-price
ranges ($200-300K) experienced the largest change. In Illinois, the market share for homes at
the lowest price increased to 12.1% from 11.0% a year ago. In the Chicago PMSA, the market
share for homes at $200-300K decreased to 27.9% from 28.9% a year ago. (Reference: Illinois
and Chicago PMSA Price Stratification figures)

Months’ supply of inventory is defined as inventory of homes for sale at the end of the month divided by the
average monthly pending sales in the last twelve months.
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The Housing Market – Forecast and Future Condition
• The median price forecast indicates negative annual growth for December, January, and
February in Illinois but positive annual growth for the Chicago PMSA. In Illinois, the median
price is forecast to change by -1.8% in December, -1.5% in January, and -1.5% in February.
For the Chicago PMSA, the comparable figures are 1.7% in December, 2.0% in January, and
1.7% in February. (Reference: Forecast for December 2022 report table)
• As a complement to the median housing price index (HPI), the SHDRE HPI forecasts a
positive growth trend for both Illinois and the Chicago PMSA. 5 In Illinois, the SHDRE HPI
(Jan 2008=1) is forecast to change by 0.4% in December, 1.4% in January, and 0.3% in
February. The comparable figures for the Chicago PMSA are 4.7% in December, 5.0% in
January, and 2.5% in February. SHDRE HPI takes housing characteristics into account and
constructs comparable “baskets” of homes for each month. (Reference: Housing Price Index)
• The sales forecast for December, January, and February suggests a decrease on a yearly and
monthly basis for both Illinois and the Chicago PMSA. Annually for Illinois, the three-month
average forecasts point to a decrease in the range of -16.7% to -22.6%; the comparative figures
for the Chicago PMSA are a decrease in the range of -27.0% to -36.5%. On a monthly basis,
the three-month average sales are forecast to decrease in the range of -4.8% to -6.5% for
Illinois and decrease in the range of -8.5% to -11.6% for the Chicago PMSA. (Reference:
Forecast for December 2022 report table)
• The pending home sales index is a leading indicator based on contract signings. 6 This
November, the number of homes put under contract was less than last year in Illinois and
Chicago PMSA. The pending home sales index is 68.9 (2019=100) in Illinois, down -29.8%
from a year ago. In the Chicago PMSA, the comparable figure is 63.0, down -34.9% from a
year ago. (Reference: Illinois and Chicago PMSA Pending Home Sales Index figure)
• In November 2022, 995 houses were newly filed for foreclosure in the Chicago PMSA (up
220.0% and down -9.0%, respectively, from a year and a month ago). 541 foreclosures were
completed (up 18.0% and up 11.0%, respectively, from a year and a month ago). 7 As of
November 2022, there are 11,446 homes at some stage of foreclosure — the foreclosure
inventory. The monthly average net flows of foreclosures (foreclosure inflows - outflows)
were 726 in the past 6 months, 571 in the last 12 months, and 344 in the previous 24 months.
(Reference: Chicago PMSA Foreclosure Inflows and Outflows, and Inventory figures).
The Economy
•

•

In November 2022, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Employment Situation
Report, the national unemployment rate was unchanged at 3.7%, and non-farm payroll jobs
experienced a gain of 263,000 jobs. Notable job gains occurred over the month in Leisure and
Hospitality (+88,000), Health Care (+45,000), and Government (+42,000).
In November 2022, according to the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES)
news release, the Illinois unemployment rate increased to 4.7%. Non-farm payroll jobs rose
by 17,500 over the month. The industry sectors that reported the largest over-the-month gains

SHDRE HPI succeeds REAL HPI, developed by Esteban Lopez and Minshu Du.
The base level (100) of pending home sales is the average pending home sales of year 2019, the year before the
Covid-19 Crisis.
7
Including cancelled foreclosures and auctions.
5
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in employment were: Leisure and Hospitality (+10,700), Professional and Business Services
(+5,800), and Educational and Health Services (+3,500).
In November 2022, the one-year-ahead forecast for Illinois indicates that the non-farm
employment will change at a rate between 3.26% and 3.72%, corresponding to job gains
between 191,900 and 219,400. The largest contributors to the forecast increase are
Government, and Financial Activities, and Information.
According to the CoreLogic’s latest Home Price Insights report, the annual home price growth
barely reached double digits, with a rise of 10.1% in October. This is the smallest increase
since early 2021. Rising interest rates exceeding 7% have a negative impact on the residential
real estate market. “Following the recent mortgage rate surge above 7%, real estate activity
and consumer sentiment regarding the housing market took a nosedive,” said Selma Hepp,
interim lead at CoreLogic’s office of the chief economist. “Home price growth continued to
approach single digits in October, and it will move in that direction for the rest of the year and
into 2023.”

Longer-term Outlook
•

In November, the Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index and the University of
Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index decreased. The Conference Board Consumer
Confidence Index stands at 100.2, down from 102.2 last month. The survey noted that a strong
headwind to confidence and economic growth will persist in early 2023 as a result of inflation
and interest rate hikes. The University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index slightly
decreased to 56.8 in November from 59.9 last month. The survey noted that sentiment is
anticipated to remain unstable, which reflects concerns over both global factors and the
outcomes of the election.

•

In November, the Fannie Mae Home Purchase Sentiment Index (HPSI) increased 0.6 points
to 57.3, its first increase in nine months. The survey noted that affordability constraints are
likely to continue to curtail mortgage demand, while homeowners with significantly lowerthan-current mortgage rates may be discouraged from listing their property and potentially
taking on a new, much higher mortgage rate.

“The housing market in Illinois has slowed since its peak in June,” noted Daniel McMillen, Head
of the UIC Stuart Handler Department of Real Estate (SHDRE). “The median home price and the
number of sales were lower in November than at the same time last year. The number of
foreclosures has increased but is still not high by historical standards. Our forecasts indicate that
the number of sales will remain low over the next three months. Prices are forecast to increase
slightly in the Chicago area over the few months but are expected to continue to decline somewhat
in the rest of Illinois.”
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Forecast for December 2022 report
PERCENTAGE CHANGE FOR THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SALES
Monthly

Annual
Illinois

Chicago PMSA

Illinois

Chicago PMSA

Sep-22

-18.1%

-21.6%

-10.5%

-12.9%

Oct-22

-27.2%

-31.5%

-16.0%

-17.0%

Nov-22

-30.0%

-35.0%

-10.7%

-11.6%

-24.8%

-29.1%

-12.4%

-13.9%

3 Month Avg.

SUMMARY OF THE FORECAST INTERVALS FOR THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SALES
Monthly

Annual
Illinois

Chicago PMSA

Illinois

Chicago PMSA

Dec-22

-20.6%

-27.9%

-27.3%

-36.9%

7.4%

10.0%

3.5%

4.8%

Jan-23

-16.9%

-22.8%

-28.2%

-38.2%

-23.1%

-31.2%

-27.5%

-37.1%

Feb-23
3 Month Avg.

-10.6%

-14.3%

-25.4%

-34.3%

4.8%

6.5%

2.2%

3.0%

-16.7%

-22.6%

-27.0%

-36.5%

-4.8%

-6.5%

-8.5%

-11.6%

SUMMARY OF THE FORECAST FOR THE MEDIAN PRICE
Illinois

Chicago PMSA

Illinois

Chicago PMSA

Sep-22

$255,000

$305,000

Sep-21

$250,000

$290,000

Oct-22

$249,000

$300,000

Oct-21

$247,000

$289,745

Nov-22

$243,000

$295,000

Nov-21

$249,900

$290,000

Dec-22

$240,567

$292,008

Dec-21

$245,000

$287,000

Jan-23

$236,377

$290,595

Jan-22

$240,000

$285,000

Feb-23

$237,862

$294,902

Feb-22

$241,500

$290,000

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE OF THE MEDIAN PRICE
Illinois

Chicago PMSA

Illinois

Chicago PMSA

Sep-22

2.0%

5.2%

Sep-21

6.4%

5.5%

Oct-22

0.8%

3.5%

Oct-21

5.1%

5.7%

Nov-22

-2.8%

1.7%

Nov-21

8.7%

7.8%

Dec-22

-1.8%

1.7%

Dec-21

6.5%

8.0%

Jan-23

-1.5%

2.0%

Jan-22

5.7%

5.6%

Feb-23

-1.5%

1.7%

Feb-22

5.5%

7.4%
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